
1933 the accused is not likely to be injured in his defence 
Emperor on the merits on account of such an omission. Such a 
Muhammad confession would, therefore, be certainly admissible ni 

evidence. But the question of the value to be attached 
to this confession as corroboration of other evidence is 
a question of the weight of tiie evidence and the degree 
of its reliability, and that must depend on the circum
stances of each case. It is impossible to lay down any 
defijiite rule.

These are our answers to the four questions.
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REVISIONAL CRI MI NAL

Before Sir Shah MiiJianinuid Sulaiman, C hief  Justice,  

and Mr. JusI.icc K ing

And on a reference

Before Mr. Justice K endall

1933 EM PERO R  ci. KASHI N A T H  SINGH *

‘̂ ^Ociô er 1 2  Crimincil Procedure Code, seciion  109(a)— “ Conceal his pre- 
----------------sence” — Meaning of— .Befi ĝar’i son masquerading as a f)rince

for the f)urpose of cheating a rich man.

Wliere a beggar’s son, by concealing- his true name and 

status and impersonating a rich and influential prince, stayed 

with a Raja for several clays as his guest, with a view to cheat

ing him over certain proposed alluring transactions, but was 

found out and run in by the police under section i09(«) of the 

Criminal Pi-ocedure Code, it was held  (by K en d all  and K in Gj, 

JJ.; SuLAiMANj C. J., contra) that the case did not come within 

the purview of section i09(fl) and the person could not be said 

to have been “taking precautions to conceal his presence” within 

the meaning of that section.

Per  KendalLj J.— A man may be “concealing his presence"' 

when he is concealing his identity; but the concealment of a 

person’s true identity evidently consists of two parts, (1) con

cealing the presence of /i by denying his identity, and (s) the 

impersonation of By and it seems that in order to attract the 

provisions of clause (a) of section' 109 it is necessary to show that 

the person concerned was concealing his own presence for the 

purpose of committing the offence,— in other words that the act

^Criminal Revision No. 230 of 1933, from an order of Kali Das Bancrji 
Sessions Judge of Allahabad, dated the 18th of Feljruary, 1933.



idiicli ivas to help Iiim to commit the offence was the conceal- 1033 
ment of his own presence or identity and not tlie impersooii- "

tion of another. 'The emphasis is on the first part, or the con- _ ^

ceahnent, and not on the second part, or the assumption of the 

fictitious identity. In the present case the conceahiient of his 

presence and identity as the son of a beggar would not in the 

least have helped him to cheat the Raja, unless and until lie had 

attempted to assume the identity of a particular person, namely 

the jMaharaj Kumar of Toda, and therefore the mere conceal

ment of his identity was no part of his criminal objective.

Per K in g , J.— Concealment of identity may be a precaution 

taken for the purpose of concealing one’s presence, but the 

f̂ vo things are not identical in meaning. A man may conceal 

his identity for the purpose of concealing his presence, but lie 
mav do so for oilier purposes also. T1ie primary purpose must 

be inferred from the facts in each case. If a man tries to con

ceal his idenrity by assuming as a pseudonym an inconspicuous 

common name, quite unlike his own, that attracts no attention 

and rouses no curiosity but serves as a shield behind ^vhich he 

hides, and other'̂ v’ise behaA'es so as to escape notice as far as 

possible, the inference ’will be that the concealment of his iden

tity is for the purpose of concealing his presence. In the pre

sent case the person behaved very ostentatiously, rendering him

self conspicuous and the centre of interest by posing as a 

prince, retained his real name wnth the addition of a honorific 

title, and the pseudonym was adopted not as a shield for hiding' 

but as a weapon of attack with a view to cheat the Raja; in 

the circumstances it could not be said that he was taking pre

cautions to “conceal his presence” within the meaning o£ sec 

tion i09(fl).

[Per SuLAiMAN;, C. J.— Every person who is concealing his 

identity is not necessarily “concealing his presence”. But a 

person who is concealing his identity by passing under a false 

name may, in conjunction with other circumstances, be conceal

ing “bis presence”. The fact of the false identity is to be con

sidered in connection with the object in view. If the false 

name or disguise was adopted in order to facilitate the conimis- 

sion of the offence contemplated, and but for sttch pseudonym 

or disguise the commission of the offence would not be easy, 

the person by concealing his identity is certainly concealing his 

presence as well, within the meaning of section 109(0). The 

test is whether the concealment of the true identity Avas a part 

of the scheme which the accused had in mind for committing 

the offence. If he considered it necessary or convenient to hide 

his identity in order to facilitate the commission of the offence.
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1933 he has concealed, his presence, but if the conceahiient of the

" true identity is for some purpose not directly connected with 

V.  the intended offence then it would not amount to concealment

of presence within the meaning of the section. In the present 

case the concealment of his true identity was an essential part 

of the scheme of cheating which the accused had in mind, 

and he came within the purview of section io9(«).]

Mr. Jawahar Lal  ̂ for the applicant.
The Assistant Government Advocate (Dr. M. Wali- 

Ullali), for the Crown.
SuLAiMAN̂  G. ] . : — This is a criminal revision 

arising out of proceedings under section 109 of the 
Criminai Procedure Cbde. The Magistrate bound 
down the accused both under sub-section (a) and sub
section (b) of section 109 and ordered him to execute 
a bond, with two sureties, for good beliaviour lor one 
year. The learned Sessions Judge, on appeal, has up
held the order so far as sub-section (a) is concerned. 
The Assistant Government Advocate has not pressed 
before us that sub-section (b) was equally applicable. 
We have, therefore, not to consider the effect of that 
sub-section.

Tt has now been found that the accused Kashi Nath 
Singh is the son of Ram Karan, a Brahmin of Benares, 
who is a blind man and lives on begging. The accused 
conducted some correspondence with the Raja Bahadur 
of Manda and eventually he was cordially invited by 
the Raja Bahadur to come and stay at his guest house 
at Manda. The accused posed as the Maharaj Kumar 
of Toda in Jaipur (Rajputana) belonging to the Rajput 
caste, having relations with Jodhpur, Jaipur, Kashmir 
and Udaipur States. In one of his letters he said that 
Toda was a princedom in Jaipur State and that his 
father, Ram Karan, was a jagirdar. He made out that 
he was in a position to get the marriage of the Raja 
Bahadur of Manda settled somewhere in Madras, where 
he would get a substantial dowry, i.e. about five lakhs 
of rupees, and that he could arrange for big loans at 
low rates of interest for the purpose of paying off the
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debts due from the ?v{anda State. He described his

VOL. L V i] ALLAHABAD SERIES f j l ' j

present residence as ‘'Manmandir Palace, Benares City’’ 323ii>eeoe 
and asserted that his family had come from Jaipur State KashVnath 
and settled down at Benares.

The accused, accompanied by a servant, duly arri\'€d 
on the 31st of March, and was comfortably acconimoda- Suiaiman, 
ted in the guest house. He stayed on for several days, 
w'hen some suspicion was aroused and it was decided to 
call in the station officer of the Manda police station.
The police officer, unsuspected by the accused, was 
present at the final conversation held on the night of the 
7th of April, 1932, in which the accused posed as alreaclv 
mentioned and undertook to arrange for the marriage 
and procure loans. The next morning the station 
officer, having secured the order of the Superintendent, 
of Police for the arrest of the accused, aiTested him at 
the guest house and he was run in under section 109 of 
the Criminal Procedure Code.

The Magistrate bound the accused over under both 
clauses {a) and (b), relying on certain observations made 
in the Full Bench case of Emperor v. Fhuchai (1). The 
learned Sessions Judge also felt no doubt that the accused 
had concealed his presence, as it is possible for a man 
to conceal his presence by avoiding the light of day as 
much as he can conceal himself under a pseudonym 
His findings are that the accused persistently appeared 
under a pseudonym and concealed his presence with a 
view to cheat big men of their property. He upheld 
the order under clause [a) only.

The only question before us for consideration is 
whether on the facts found the case falls under section 
i09(fl) of the Criminal Procedure Code.

Any person found taking precautions to conceal his 
presence within the local limits of a Magistrate’s juris
diction, when there is reason to believe that he was 
taking such precautions with a view to committing any 
offence, brings himself within the ambit of this section 
There has, however, been considerable difference of

(1; (1928) LL.R., 50 AIL, 909.
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.Sulaiman,
G .J.

opinion as to the true meaning to be attached to the 
empeeor expression “conceal his presence” . One view is that 

Kashi kmr the words “his presence” mean Jiis physical or bodil> 
presence, i.e. his hiding himself or concealing his person 
from view. Snch a narrow interpretation -would confine 
the applicability of the section only to cases where a 
person is actually hiding himself as a thief or an abs' 
conder may do, and not to a persoji who goes about in 
broad daylight even though disguised as a woman or 
passing under a false name or assuming a difl'erent 
apjjeararice by growing a beard or dressing in a Sadhu’s 
garb. On the other liand, the words “his presence” 
cannot be the exact equivalent of d\e word “ identity” . 
Every person who is concealing his id entity is not neces
sarily “ concealing bis presence” . But a person who is 
concealing his identity by passing under a false name 
may, in conjunction with other circumstances, be con
cealing his own presence. Support for tliis proposition 
can be found in the remark '̂ \']iich 1 made in the Full 
Bench case quoted above, at page 915: “ I concede that 
the expression ‘concealing his presence’ is not identical 
with ‘conccaling himself’. A man may not conceal his 
presence at a place and yet he may conceal his identity. 
For instance, a man well known as Sir John Wilson may 
go to a new place where nobody recognizes him and may 
put up at a fashionable hotel under the name of Mr. 
Wilson. He cannot be said to be ‘concealing his pre
sence’, though he is without doubt concealing his 
‘identity’. On the other hand, the giving out of a false 
name by a man in conjunction with other circumstances, 
for example, when he disguises himself, or hides him
self, or when it is his duty to disclose his identity or 
absence from residence, as in the case of criminals 
ordered to notify their residence under section 563 of 
the Criminal Procedure Code, may amount to ‘conceal
ing his presence.’ ” Another member of the Bench, 
Weir^ J., went somewhat further and remarked at pages 
9 4 7  948: “A man may conceal his presence in

various ways. He may endeavour to hide himself from



1933sight, SO that his presence cannot be perceived at all, 
or he may endeavour to conceal his identity either hy ejipeeor 
adopting' a disguise or by giving a false name; and, if Kashi’nath 
he does this, not merely in order to avoid arrest, but 
with a viê v' to being able to carry out a plan to commit 

. a crime, I think it could be said of such a person that S u ia im a n , 

he was ‘taking precautions with a \aeu  ̂ to committing an 
offence’ . . .  I think that the irords, ‘to conceal his 
presence’, were used to co'̂ ’er all the methods of conceal
ment which I have indicated above; because, in rav 
vieT\̂ , the word ‘presence’ in clause {a) connotes two 
things, actual bodily presence and identity, so that a 
man who adopts a disguise or gives a false name or 
makes arrangements to cause peo)?le to believe tliot lie 
is somc^vhere where he is not, attempts to conceal his 
I'jresence just as much as if Jie hides in a cellar vvhere 
nobody can possibly see him .”

I do not find any expression of opinion by any of the 
other learned Judges which would show that they enter
tained a contrary view. In this connection I must 
distinguish another case decided by myself, Sheo Prasad 

Emperor (i). In that case the accused had gone to a 
village with the object of cheating some unwary villagers.
His true identity was not known to them and therefore 
it did not matter what name he assumed. It was only 
when he was accosted by the police while going awa>’
■from the village that he first gave a false name and then 
i2rave the correct name afterwards. As the accused had 
gone to the village in broad daylight and intended to 
meet the villagers because the suggestion was that he 
intended to play "confidence tricks*’ on them and he 
gave a false name to the police when caught running 
away from the village, it was held by me that it could 
not be said that he had taken steps to conceal his pre
sence. In that case the mere concealment of the identity 
iof the individual was held not to amount necessarily to 
Ti concealment of his presence, even though the obiect 
was to commit an offence. T h e  giving of the false name
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__was to prevent the police from tracing his residence and
Emperor not for the puiposc Oxf facilitating the commission of 

I V A S H I  N a T H  the oflEence.
Singh word “presence” only been there, one might

have been inclined to think that physical or bodily 
Suiaiman, presence was meant. But we have to interpret the word<?

“his presence'’, i.e. the presence of the accused, Kashi 
Nath Singh, son of Ram Karan a blind beggar, resident 
of mnhalla Raj Mandar, Benas'es City. Wlien a person 
is passing under a false name and is trying to impersonate 
another person, he is undoubtedly concealing his own 
identity and trying to make people believe that he is 
some other person. But the sub-section can only apply 
if the intention is to commit an offence. Thus the fact 
of the false identity is to be considered in connection 
with the object in view. If the false name or disguise 
was adopted in order to facilitate the commission of the 
offence contemplated, and but for such pseudonym, or 
disguise the commission of the offence would not be 
easy, the accused by concealing his identity is certainly 
concealing his presence as well. On the other hand, 
if the concealment of the true name or the identity is 
not for the purpose of facilitating the commission of the 
offence in contemplation but for a different purpose 
altoo'ether so thjit there is no connection between the 
two, the mere concealment of identity would not be the 
concealment of his presence v,nt.h a view to commit the 
offence uiider this clause. T o  give an illustration: An 
unknown person A passes under the name of another 
unknown person B, the purpose being to commit a tJieft̂  
but the object of the concealment of the name being 
that if arrested and convicted his identity may not 
become known to his relations and \dllagers For the 
purpose of his committing theft it would make no difiVr- 
ence whether people believe him to be A. or B. In such 
a case his passing under a false name, B, would not 
amount to his concealing his presence. But if a person 
of an ordinary status were to go to a big jeweller’s shop 
and say that he was the Raja of such and such a place
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C.J.

with a view to induce the jeweller to hand over to hiai 
some valuable jewellery, it is obvious that but for con- empeeob 
cealing his true identity and posing as a big person, there KashiXath 
would be no likelihood of the success of his scheme. In 
such a case he is, in my opinion, concealing “his pre
sence”— not in the sense of physical presence, but true Sulnrnutn, 
identity. On the other hand, if a Raja of a big State 
were to travel incognito and not wish to disclose liis 
high status and even pass under an ordinary name, he 
iTOuld not be concealing his presence, though no doubt 
concealing his identity, provided the concealment of Iiis 
irue identity is not for the purpose of facilitating the 
commission of an offence. I’lie  same remarks would 
apply to a person of ordinary status who for some other 
ulterior purpose wishes to pose as a big Raja. But when 
the concealment of his true identity and the adoption 
of a false name and residence is a necessary part of the 
plan to commit an offence the position at once becomes 
different. If a man of small status is posing as the Raja 
of a big State in order to facilitate his cheating other 
people he is, in my opinion, doing two things; (i) he 
is concealing his true identitv, namely that he is so and 
so, an ordinary resident of a particular place, and (3) 
he is trying to impersonate another person of a big status 
and belonging to another place. I therefore find it 
difficult to hold that a Raja passing under an ordinary 
name would, when the object is to conceal his personality 
in order to commit an offence, be concealing his pre
sence, but a poor man posing as a Raja, with a similar 
object in view, would not be concealing his presence.
I can see no real distinction between the two cases.

It seems to me that the test is whether the concealment 
of the true identity was a part of the scheme which the 
accused had in mind in committing the offence. If he 
considered it necessary or convenient to hide his identity 
in order to facilitate the commission of the offence he 
has concealed his presence, but if the concealment of the 
true identity is for some purpose not directly connected 
with the intended offence then the mere concealment of
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C .J .

__ ____ identity v̂̂ ould not amount to concealment o£ presence
Emperor within the meaning of the section.

K a s h i N a t h  This Yiew avoids one’s being rh'iven to adopt either
Sin g h  extreme T̂e’vvs, najiiely (a) presence only

means physical or bodily presence, the concealmcnt of
Suiaiman, which would be the ec|uivalent of hiding from public 

view and {h) presence is the exact equivalent of identity 
and would always include the assumption of a 
pseudonym or passing in disguise. In my judgment a 
middle view is possible which I have indicated.

In this case it has been found that the accused was 
pretending to be an influential person, a Maharaj 
Kumar, in order to be able to cheat by personation, 
His photograph shows that he dressed like a rich person 
and not like the son of a blind beggar that his father was. 
He was undoubtedly attempting an imposture and prac
tising deception by adopting a pseudonym. The whole 
object of his not disclosing the fact that he was the son 
of a blind beggar of Benares, and of making people 
believe that he was the Ivfaharaj Kumar of Toda State, 
was to facilitate the deception of the Raja Bahadur of 
Manda and to enable the accused to cheat and defraud 
him. Had the accused not concealed his true identity, 
the Raja Bahadur was, not at all likely to be entrapped, 
and but for his posing as a big person he would not have 
been able, even temporarily,, to dupe the Raja Bahadur. 
The concealment of his true identity was therefore an 
essential part of the scheme of cheating which the accused 
had in mind. I am therefore of opinion that he con
cealed his presence with a view to commit an offenc:e 
within the meaning of section log(rt) of the Criminal 
Procedure Code, and the order binding him dowm was 
right.

K in g , J. :— Kashi Nath Singh, who is in fact the son. 
of a blind Brahmin beggar living in Benares, paid a 
visit to the Raja Bahadur of Manda, at the latter's 
residence at Manda, masquerading as a distinguished 
personage with influential connections. He pretended
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l ‘J3310 be the Mahai'aj Kumar of Toda, in the Jaipur State; __
the son of a jagirdar, of the Rajput caste, and related l:o Empeeob 
the Ruling Chiefs of Jaipur, Jodhpur and other states. KASsi'iS'ATH 
He was accommodated at the guest house at Manda and 
trented as an honoured guest of the Raja Bahadur He 
told the Raja Bahadur that he could arrange for his 
marriage with the daughter of wealthy parents who 
would give a dowry of live lakhs of rupees, and he could 
secure large loans for the Raja Bahadur at low rates of 
interest. Perhaps he overacted his part. Anyho^r 
suspicions were aroused. Inquiries revealed the truth 
and he Tvas prosecuted and bound over under section io(> 
of the Criminal Procedure Code.

It is not argued that clause {h) of section 109 is appli
cable. The only question for our consideration is 
whether clause (a) of section log applies to the facts 
of this case. I feel no doubt but that the applicant was 
pretending to. be an influential Rajput with a view to 
committing an offence. He was not merely gratifying 
a harmless vanity or playing a practical joke, but was 
preparing to cheat by personation.

The real difficulty is whether he can fairly be said 
to have been “ taking precautions to conceal his pre
sence” at Manda. He came to Manda quite openly', 
even ostentatiously, courting publicity rather than shun
ning it. In such circumstances I feel it would be putting 
too severe a'strain upon the language of section log(ci) to 
hold that he was “taking precautions to conceal his 
presence” .

The expression “taking precautions to conceal his 
presence” , as I understand h, is equivalent to taking 
precautions to conceal the fact that he is present. The 
precautions may take the form of (a) concealing himself, 
or (b) concealing his identity. Take the case of an abs
conding offender who knoŵ s that the police and others 
are looking out for him. He will doubtless try “to 
conceal his presence” wherever he may be. He may try 
to escape observation altogether, i.e. to conceal himself^ 
for example, by hiding among thick bushes or high crops.



1933 or in a ruined house. If he is obHged to come into
empeeor contact with other persons, to earn his livelihood or for

KashiNath any other reason, he will at least try to escape identilica-
SiNGH conceal his identity. For this purpose he

will be almost certain to give i false name, residence, etc.
King,j. and he may even tiisgivise hnriself, e.g. by growing a

beard and moustache, or by shaving them off, as the 
case may be. I agree that concealment of identity may 
be a precaution taken for the purpose of conceab’ng 
one’s presence. Supposing a well known detective 
wishes to make incpiiries in a locality where a criine 
has been committed, he may have good reasons lor con
cealing his presence in that locality. As he has to make 
inquiries he cannot conccal his presence by concealing
himself, but he may do so by concealing his identity by
adopting some disguise. I am quite prepared to admir 
that the absconder who conceals his identity so as to 
escape arrest, and the detective who conceals his identity 
so as to make secret inquiries, are alike “ taking precau
tions to conceal their presence” , although they obviously 
could not be proceeded against under section iOQ(a) 
because they are not taking such precautions with a view 
to committing any offence.

Concealment of one’s identity, however, cannot in niv 
opinion be given the same meaning as concealment of 
one’s presence. A man may conceal his identity for the 
purpose of concealing his presence, but he may do so 
for other purposes also. An actor who disguises him
self as Falstaff can hardly be said to be “taking precau 
tions to conceal his presence” on the stage. A  person 
who attends a fancy dress dance in some impenetrable 
disguise does not ordinarily do so with a view to con
cealing his presence at the dance, but he may have that 
object in view, e.g. if he is a subaltern who has been 
ordered by his commanding officer not to attend the 
dance. Now let us take another case, more parallel to 
the case before us. Suppose a swindler goes to a 
jeweller’s shop masquerading as a rich nobleman, hoping 
to persuade the jeweller to let him have some valuable?
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jewels on approval. His primary obiect is to cheat the -------------
^  E m p e e o e

jeweller and not to ‘ conceal his presence” in the shop. ^
He ’tvould never play such a trick at a shop where he Sikgh 
might be recognized. It seems clear, therefore, that a 
man may adopt a pseudonym for the purpose o£ conceal- j
ing his presence and may do so for some quite different 
purpose. The purpose must be inferred from the factvS 

of each case, and some criteria ma)" be suggested.
If a man tries to conceal his identity by assuming a 

pseudonym, with or without the additional precaution 
of disguising himself, for the purpose of concealing his 
presence, he w ill:

(1) adopt some inconspicuous common name that 
attracts no attention and rouses no curiosity. Art 
Indian Ruling Prince who wishes to remain 
incognito when travelling in Europe may call him
self “ Mr, Singh” for the purpose of concealing his 
presence. If on the other hand an Englishman 
named Mr. William Jones were to style himself “Sir 
William Jones” or “ I.ord William Jones” , one 
might safely infer that he did not do so for the 
purpose of concealing his presence. The honorific 
titles would make him more conspicuous, and the 
man who wants to conceal his presence would above 
all avoid making himself conspicuous. A  jackdaw 
does not deck himself in peacock’s feathers with a 
view to escaping notice or “concealing his 
presence” :

(2) behave so as not to attract attention. His 
guiding principle will be to escape notice so far as 
possible:

(3) adopt a pseudonym that does not resemble, or 
serve to recall, his real name. If Mr. William 
Jones is afraid of being identified by his name, he 
will not call himself “Sir William Jones” :

(4) assume the pseudonym strictly for protection 
and not for display; as a shield and not as a weapon 
of attack:
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1933 (5) assume the pseudonym because he has some
empkeoe reason for fearing identification if he gives out his

K a s h i  N a t h  tl'Ue name :
(6) assume the pseudonym for deceiving the

public in general and not for deceiving any parti-
K inrj , j .  cular pcrson; for escaping notice and not for

cheating certain individuals.
Now if we apply these criteria to the present case, 

what do we hnd?
(1) The applicant, having an inconspicuous name. 

Kashi Nath Singh, adopts the honorific title of “Mahara; 
Kumar” , thereby rendering himself conspicuous and the 
centre of interest.

(2) He behaves ostentatiously as the honoured guest 
and boon companion of the Raja Bahadur.

(3) He retains his real name, Kashi Nath Singh, while 
adding a title. He could not possibly have done this if 
he had been afraid of being identified by any one know 
ing his real name.

(4) He did not adopt the pseudonym as a “precaution’' 
or a protection or a shield. He did so in furtherance ot 
a fraudulent scheme, as a weapon of attack.

(5) He had no reason for fearing identification under 
his real name. He knew that the name, Kashi Nath 
Singh, conveyed nothing to the people at Manda. More
over, he was not wanted by the police for any offence.

(6) He simply wanted to deceive the Raja Bahadur 
and his companions, and not to deceive the general 
public. The deception was practised not with a view 
to escaping notice but with a view to cheating the Raja 
Bahadur.

Taking all the facts of this case into consideration 
I find myself quite unable to hold that the applicant, by 
posing as the Maharaj Kum^r of Toda, was “ taking pre
cautions to conceal his presence” at Manda, within the 
meaning of section 109(a). No doubt he was preparing 
to cheat by personation, but the Code must be strictly 
construed. I think the case is not within the mischief



1933of section log(fl) and the order for security should be 
set aside. Ejiperob

K a s h i  N a t k

[As the Judges composing the Bench ŵ ere equally 
divided in opinion, the case was then laid before a third 
Judge under section 439 read Tvdth section 459 of the 
Criminal Procedure Code.]

K e n d a l l  ̂ J. : — The applicant in this case was called 
on by a Magistrate to provide bond and sureties on the 
ground that he had been taking precautions to conceal 
his presence wnth a view to committing an offence within 
tiie meaning of clause (a) of section 109 of the Criminal 
Procedure Code. The Sessions Judge upheld that 
order, and ’ivhen the matter came up in revision before 
the High Court there was a difference of opinion between 
the two learned Judges who composed the Bench, 
SuLA iM A N , C. J., holding that the provisions of section 
109(0) would cover the case, while R i n g _, J., held that 
they would not. So far as the facts of the case are 
concerned it is only necessary to state that the applicant 
Kashi Nath Singh is actually the son of a blind beggar 
of Benares, and that he represented to the Raja of Manda 
that he was Kashi Nath Singh, Maharaj Kumar of Toda, 
a person of influence who would be able to help the Raja 
of Manda to make a rich marriage and to arrange for 
loans at low rates of interest. The Magistrate and the 
Sessions Judge held that by representing himself to be 
the Maharaj Kumar of Toda the applicant had been 
taking precautions to conceal his presence with a view 
to cheating the Raja of Manda.

Both the learned Judges of this Court who have con
sidered the case have found that a man may be conceal
ing his presence when he is concealing his identity.
The Hon’ble C h i e f  J u s t i c e  has pointed out that if a 
man of small status is posing as a Raja of a 
big State in order to facilitate his cheating other 
people he is doing two things, (i) concealing his true 
identity and (2) trying to impersonate another
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__ and he further remarks : ‘I t  seems to me
Emperor that the test is whether the conceahiient of the true 

Kashi Nath identity was a part of the scheme which the accused had 
Singh mind in committing' the offence.” The concealment 

of a person’s true identity evidently consists of two parts, 
K endall, J .  ( 1 )  conccaling the presence of A by denying his identity, 

and (5) the impersonation of B; and it seems to me that 
in order to attract the provisions of clause (a) of section 
log it is necessary to show that the person concerned was 
concealing his own presence for the purpose of commit
ting the offence,— in other words that the act ’ŵ hich was 
to help him to commit the olfence was the concecil- 
ment of his own presence or identity and not the im- 
person?ttion of another. I am led to this conclusion, not 
only by the words of section 109(a), viz., “ taking precau
tions to conceal his presence with a view to committing 
an offence” , but by the following considerations. In 
the passages quoted by the Hon’ble C h ief JusTict 
from the Full Bench case of Emperor v. Phuchai 
(1) to show that a man may be “concealing his 
presence” by refusing to disclose his identity or 
assuming the identity of another, the emphasis is 
laid on the first part, or the concealment, and 
not the second part, or the assumption of the ficti
tious identity. The meaning I wish to convey can 
perhaps be illustrated more clearly by concrete examples. 
If A, a notorious bad character, conceals himself in a 
jungle for the purpose of committing a burglary, he may 
undoubtedly be apprehended under section 109 and if, 
as is often the case, he attempts when challenged to 
persuade the police that he is not A but B, he is trying 
to “conceal his identity” , i.e. the identity of A and that 
is a ground for proceeding against him; but the reason for 
his apprehension is that he is trying to conceal the pre
sence of A, or to conceal the identity of A,
not that he is trying to assume the identity of
B. T o take a more elaborate case; A, a skilled
burglar or “ cracksman” , disguises himself as B,
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a bank clerk, in order to obtain access to a bank witli a
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to breaking open a safe. His object is two-fold,—  emperoe 
to conceal the identity of A the skilled “cracksman” and ivAsnikATH 
to assume that of B the bank clei'k— and he is liable to 
proceedings under section 109(A), but it is because he is 
concealing the identity of A and not because he is assiim- KcnriaH, j . 

ing that of B. In the case before the Bench, the appli
cant might have gone to Manda and concealed his 
presence there for an unlimited period, and no one 
would have been perturbed or would have thought of 
proceeding against him. He might have gone further 
and concealed his identity by pretending to be a chaiiki- 
dar, or a dhobi, or an old woman, and his actions mighr 
still have been attributed to an amiable facetiousness- 
The concealment of his presence and identity as the son 
of a blind beggar of Benares would not in the least have 
helped him to cheat the Raja of Manda, unless and 
until he had attempted to assume the identity of a parti
cular person, viz., the Maharaj Kumar of Toda; and 
therefore I am led to conclude that the concealment of 
his identity was no part of his criminal objective,— it was 
in fact not his objective at all. The criminality of 
assuming the identity of the Maharaj Kumar may of 
course be even more heinous, but it is not, in the view 
I have taken, a criminality that is contemplated by 
section 109(a) of the Criminal Procedure Code.

In the instances which hai ê been quoted in the judg
ments of the learned Judges who have dissented the 
criterion which I have used can be successfully applied; 
and it is unnecessary for me to take them seriatim.
My conclusion therefore is that clause (a) of section 109 
of the Criminal Procedure Code should not be applied 
in a case of this kind, and I agxee with the opinion of 
K in g , J., that the application for revision ought to be 
allowed.


